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Introduction  

THE CONCEPT OF FAILED BANK: 

he term, failed, when associated with 

Bank, is descriptive of the banker that 

has become “deficient or 

unsuccessful”1It also refers to the inability, 

refusal, fault, weakness of a bank in its 

operation, Thus, a failed bank is that which has 

become deficient and has consequently 

become unsuccessful in terms of its mission. 

Such deficiency may arise from insolvency or 

some other sufficient cause or causes.  

The view that a banker could fail in consequence 

of one form of deficiency or the other, a banker 

who is unable to satisfy the minimum paid up  
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ABSTRACT 
One may not 

be wrong to 

say that banks 

play a very 

crucial role in 

the 

development 

of any 

economy, and 

the failure of 

these banks 

could result to 

underdevelop

ment. No bank 

in any nation is 

too big or too 

small to fail, 

but the only 

way these 

banks 

especially  
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capital requirement at any time becomes deficient, without necessary 

insolvent and is liable to the revocation of its banking license. A banker 

is liable to the revocation of its banking license and probably, to being 

placed on liquidation where as provided by section 12(1) (a) of the BOFI 

Act, 2020. It ceases to carry on banking business in Nigeria for any 

continuous period of 6 months or any period aggregating 6 months 

during a continuous period of 12 months; this is irrespective of the fact 

that this deficiency may not be accompanied by insolvency.  

There is the deficiency of a banker failing to fulfil or comply with 

condition subject to which the banking license was granted and/or 

issued. This may not necessarily be associated with insolvency. Yet a 

banker is liable to the revocation of its banking license in respect 

thereof under section 12(1) (c) of the BOFI Act, (supra) Under 

paragraph (e) of the same section, the deficiency of failing to comply 

with any given obligation is not necessarily a question of insolvency. 

Neither is the deficiency of failure to comply with the capital ratio 

specified under section 13(1) of the BOFI Act, (supra), necessarily a 

reference to insolvency. Yet, a banker is liable to the revocation of its 

Nigerian banks can be insulated from failure is by proper 

management by both internal and external authorities. The Central 

Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has said that the only way a nation can be 

free from bank failure is through the adoption and enforcement of 

corporate governance culture that will help eradicate poor 

management, fraud and insider abuse by both management and 

board members, poor assets and liability etc. Experience has shown 

that bad debt or non-performing loans have been the main cause 

of bank failure and has militated against development. 
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banking license by virtue of each of the deficiencies, after which the 

process of liquidation will probably follow.  

Ordinarily, a failed bank is one that has ceased to be in a position to 

honour the commitments entered into as an institution carrying on 

banking business. No extraordinary skill is necessary for the 

identification of any banker that has degenerated into that state. At 

that stage, it becomes necessary to take away the authority possessed 

by any such banker to carry on banking business. That is attained by 

the revocation of the banking license. One of the most outstanding 

objectives for taking that measure is to circumvent the making of 

further commitments as each such commitment represents an 

escalation or complication of an existing inability.  

 

FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR BANK FAILURE: 

Bank failure means different things to some people as enumerated 

above, available literature has identified a long list of potential 

endogenous and exogenous causes of failure in a financial system to 

include; 

1) Application of some regulatory Measures: To begin with, 

section 2(1) of the BOFIA provides that; 

 

“No person shall carry on any banking business in Nigeria except 

it is a company duly incorporated in Nigeria and holds a valid 

banking license issued under this Act”.  

  

This is an entry requirement for every bank to start it business 

failure of which attract penalty. This provision may be 

defectively applied when the condition for granting and or 

issuance of the license are liberalized or breach in pursuance of 

misleading consideration. This may occur where a deceptive 
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data or extrapolation is relied upon. From the foregoing, failure 

to comply with the above mentioned provision is the major 

cause of Bank failure.  

2) Capital Inadequacy: The principal function for capital in any bank 

is to serve as a means by which loses can be absorbed. Capital 

provides a caution to withstand abnormal loses not covered by 

credit earning. Section 9 of BOFIA provides for the minimum 

paid-up share capital a bank shall maintain. Any banker that is 

unable to provide the prescribed capital within a specified time 

is deemed to have failed.  And by the provision of section 14 (1) 

any banker which is unable to maintain the capital assets and 

liability ratio which the Central Bank specifies, may constitute a 

ground for the revocation of the license of the bank under the 

Act.  

3) Insider Abuse and Weak Internal Control: Bad practice in the 

bank that attracts the code of conduct in professional banking 

has also contributed to the bank failure. It is no longer a secret 

that two insiders who are strategically placed in a bank can 

bleed that bank to failure. This is often reflected in poor assets 

quality, fraud, poor accounting procedures, and squabbles. 

Weak risk control system have been a major factor in the 

emergence of a number of crises, leading to a variety of balance 

differences including large and undetected mismatches on the 

balance sheet or poor asset quality, leading to large unrealized 

losses. Furthermore some banks had a weak management base 

as mentioned above and men of doubled integrity and semi-

illiterates in their board of directors many could not survive the 

farce constitution of banking industry.  
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4) Political Interference/Adverse Economic Environment: In a 

country where there is political stability, economic stability is 

likely to be enthroned, and hence, the financial systems are 

more likely to be suitable. It must however be noted that 

insecurity confronting the North Eastern part of the country as 

a result of the failure of our political class had made many banks 

in those areas cash stripped to the extent of affecting their 

deposit base with the Central Bank of Nigeria.  

Also direct intervention by owners of bank in internal 

management of the banks contributed to the failure in most 

banks. Many directors and top management of these banks sold 

off in the “black market” foreign exchange allocated to their 

banks and high profit margin accruing from is pocketed at the 

expense of the banks. 

5) Bad Loans/Decline in the value of securities owned by the 

banks: This factor can erode the capital accounts. When the 

value of the capital account is below zero, the banks liabilities 

are larger than its assets. It is then said to be insolvent and must 

therefore cease operations.  

 

CONCLUSION  

From the foregoing, failure in Nigeria banking system is a phenomenon 

that must be tackled with every amount of vigour in order to minimize 

its occurrence in the economy; its occurrence has far reaching 

consequences in the economy of the country Nigeria. Some of the 

implication are, loss of public confidence in the system, further 

economic depression, lack of effective and efficient financial 

intermediation, loss of depositors’ funds, escalation in social vices and 

unemployment. Further, it leads to decline in foreign investment in the 

country. Due to fear of uncertain investment climate, some foreign 
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investors may proper other countries with more stable investment 

environment. 

 

RECOMMENDATION  

1. The board of Directors of Banks should be reorganized. The 

uniformed and passive members should be replaced with active, 

positive knowledgeable relatively stable ones.  

2. To avoid bank failure, the management team should be 

completed; positive, cautiously aggressive, practical and 

professional know how.  

3. Unbias internal audit system should be put in place to check 

financial frauds.  

4. Improved loan recovery strategies should also be put in place by 

failing banks. Techniques such as debt collectors, publicizing 

loan defaulters, quarterly report to board should be adopted for 

purposes of enhanced loan recovery.  

5. Merges and Acquires where some of the failing banks can pull 

their resources together through mergers, for the purposes of 

saving the entire financial system from collapse.  
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